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The rare earths are known to have intriguing changes of the valence, depending on the chemical surrounding
or geometry. Here, we aim at predicting the transition of valence when passing from the atomic divalent limit to
the bulk trivalent limit. This transition is analyzed by addressing clusters of various size for selected rare-earth
elements, i.e., Sm, Tb, and Tm, via a theoretical treatment that combines density functional theory with atomic
multiplet theory. Our results show that Tm clusters change from pure divalent to pure trivalent at a size of six
atoms, while Tb clusters are already divalent for two atoms and stay so until eight atoms and the bulk limit.
Instead, Sm clusters are respectively purely divalent up to eight atoms. For larger Sm clusters, a transition to
a trivalent configuration is expected and likely accompanied by a regime of mixed valence. The valence of all
rare-earth clusters, as a function of size, is predicted from the interpolation of our calculated results. These
predictions are argued to be best investigated by spectroscopic measurements. To ease experimental analysis, we
provide theoretical spectra, based on dynamical mean-field theory in the Hubbard I approximation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.92.035143 PACS number(s): 31.15.A−, 36.40.−c, 75.30.Mb, 79.60.Jv
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the total magnetic and dipole moments of isolated
rare-earth clusters (Pr, Tb, Ho, and Tm) in the gas phase
have been measured experimentally for a size range of 5–30
atoms [1,2]. These experiments show a very interesting and
unexpected behavior completely different from the bulk. For
example, for Tb clusters, the magnetic moment oscillates
heavily as a function of cluster size, while for Tm and Pr
clusters there is almost no size dependence. Further, there
appears to be a large electric dipole moment for certain
Tm cluster sizes. Understanding the principles behind this
behavior is important not only from a fundamental point of
view, but also for possible applications at the nanoscale.
However, before magnetism can be addressed, an absolutely
crucial information is necessary. In fact, all physical properties
of rare-earth clusters require the knowledge of the number of
4f electrons, or equivalently of spd electrons. Determining
these numbers is often referred to as determining the valence
of the cluster. Magnetism is the most significant example
of the importance of determining the correct valence of
rare-earth clusters. In fact, the 4f electrons constitute the
local magnetic moments while the spd electrons mediate the
coupling between them. It is evident that changing the valence,
i.e., promoting an electron from the spd states to the 4f states,
or vice versa, may lead to very different magnetic properties.
Although determining the valence is of a crucial importance,
it is also difficult to tackle this problem from a technical
point of view. Further, it is complicated by the fact that the
valence of the rare earths is known from previous works to
depend delicately on the chemical surrounding or geometry.
For instance, it is known that the surface of elemental Sm
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is divalent [3], whereas the bulk is trivalent. It is now well
established that with the exception of Eu, Yb and the α phase
of Ce, all rare-earth elements form trivalent configurations in
the solid [4]. Eu and Yb are divalent, because this configuration
provides a half-filled or filled 4f shell [4]. On the contrary, the
isolated rare-earth atoms are all divalent with the exception
of La, Ce, Gd, and Lu, which are trivalent. The transition
from atom to solid can be seen as a function of clusters with
increasing size where the valence of the end points is known
precisely. The valence of clusters is completely unknown and it
is reasonable to ask how the transition from divalent to trivalent
occurs as a function of increasing cluster size, for what size
of clusters it happens and if mixed valence configurations are
possible. Answering these precise questions is the main aim
of the present study.
Choosing a theoretical method that is adequate for in-
vestigating the cluster regime is not a simple task. It is
well known that density functional theory (DFT) [5,6] in
local density approximation (LDA) or generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) is inadequate [7–10] for rare-earth bulk
systems. This failure is caused by the localized 4f electrons,
for which the electron-electron repulsion is strong and cannot
be described properly by functionals derived in the limit of a
nearly uniform electron gas. Although, in principle, quantum
chemistry methods [11] such as configuration interaction
(CI) offer an adequate treatment of strong correlations, the
prohibitive computational cost for treating f electrons makes
this approach feasible only for the dimers of the early rare-earth
elements, in particular, if optimization of atomic positions is
addressed. In order to have a systematic view of clusters of
different size across the rare-earth series, we decided instead
to exploit the fact that the 4f electrons hybridize little with
the rest. Then we can evaluate the electronic structure, total
energies, and valence of selected rare-earth clusters by using
DFT with 4f electrons treated as core states in combination
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with the Born-Haber cycle [12,13]. The spectral properties
are instead obtained by the DFT+DMFT [14] approach
in the limit of zero hybridization, i.e., in the Hubbard I
approximation (HIA) [15]. Notice that, although the validity
of DMFT is usually assessed with respect to the number of
nearest neighbors, this theory is also exact in the limit of zero
hybridization [14]. Before a HIA calculation can be performed,
the geometry, the valence, the Hubbard U parameter, and the
position of the first 4f peak below the Fermi level should
be determined. Once this has been done, then the HIA can
be used to determine the spectral properties of the rare-earth
cluster. For the geometry calculations, the 4f electrons are
made chemically inert by treating them as part of the core [16].
The valence and position of first 4f peak below the Fermi
level are calculated by following the Born-Haber cycle as
presented in Refs. [12,13]. Our calculations are focused on
three selected elements, i.e., Sm, Tb, and Tm, since Sm and Tm
are known to have small energy differences between a trivalent
and divalent configuration in the bulk [12], and due to recent
experimental interest in these three elements [1,2]. Results for
those elements are then interpolated to obtain information over
the whole series of rare-earth clusters.
II. THEORY
A. Valence
Determining the valence requires to calculate the total
energy difference between divalent, f n+1[spd]2, trivalent,
f n[spd]3 and mixed valence configurations. Unfortunately,
evaluating those energies directly in conventional DFT (LDA
or GGA) is a hopeless task, due to failure in treating strong
correlations among the 4f electrons [12,17]. For localized
systems, where the strong Coulomb repulsion is dominant with
respect to the hybridization, one can resort to the Born-Haber
cycle. The idea behind this approach is to exploit the fact that
the 4f shell is so localized that it is essentially the same in the
atom as in the isovalent cluster. This crucial assumption makes
it possible to devise a computational scheme combining atomic
experimental information with simplified DFT calculations,
where both intra and inter 4f couplings are neglected.
The Born-Haber cycle is schematically depicted in Fig. 1.
The aim of the cycle is to calculate the energy difference
E between a purely divalent cluster and a purely trivalent
cluster. As mentioned above, E cannot be accurately evaluated
by direct DFT calculations, due to the lack of a proper
description of the localized 4f shell. Nevertheless, one can
evaluate the energies E(II)cluster and E(III)cluster for clusters
where the 4f electrons are treated as chemically inert
(see next section). From these energies, one can recover
the correct cluster energies by adding the contributions due
the inter and intra 4f couplings. To a good approximation, the
difference between the inter 4f couplings, EC,f→[spd](III)cluster
and EC,f→[spd](II)cluster, can be neglected [12,17]. Thus it
remains to compute the energy difference between the intra
4f couplings, EC,f→f (III)cluster and EC,f→f (II)cluster. This
difference is still not accessible with sufficient accuracy in
DFT based methods. This problem can be circumvented by
going around the Born-Haber cycle via the atomic energies,
since these intra 4f couplings then cancel with their isovalent
FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic picture of the Born-Haber cy-
cle [12]. The dotted lines represent total energies without intra and
inter 4f coupling, while the full lines corresponds to full total energy.
Further, Efd is the atomic f to d promotion energy, EC,f→d (II)atom
and EC,f→d (III)atom refer to the coupling between the 4f and 5d shell
of, respectively, the divalent and trivalent atoms, EC,f→[spd](II)cluster
and EC,f→[spd](III)cluster correspond to the coupling between the 4f
shell and spd states of, respectively, the divalent and trivalent clusters,
and EC,f→f terms refer to intra 4f shell couplings.
atomic counterparts. However, by going around the cycle in
this way, three new quantities have to be introduced, i.e., Efd ,
EC,f→d (III)atom, and EC,f→d (II)atom. The former is the energy
required to promote a 4f electron to the 5d shell in the atom
and the latter two represent the coupling energy between the
4f shell and the 5d shell. Since there is no 5d electron in
the divalent atom, EC,f→d (II)atom is zero, while the other two
are known experimentally [12,18,19]. There is now one last
step needed to complete the Born-Haber cycle and obtain
the energy difference E. The energy difference between the
decoupled (intra and inter 4f coupling neglected) isovalent
atom and cluster must be accurately computed. Luckily, this
energy difference, which is often referred to as generalized
cohesive energy, is known to be reproduced very well by DFT
with a chemically inert 4f shell [12,17].
The concepts outlined above can be easily extended to more
general configurations, e.g., mixed valence configurations. The
expression for the energy difference per atom E between a pure
trivalent and mixed valence configuration thus becomes
E = [E(III)atom − E(III)cluster]
−
[
ndiv
ntot
E(II)atom +
ntriv
ntot
E(III)atom − E(mix)cluster
]
− ndiv
ntot
[Efd + EC,f→d (III)atom]. (1)
Here, ntot is the total number of atoms in the pure trivalent
and mixed valence cluster, and ndiv and ntriv correspond,
respectively, to the number of divalent and trivalent atoms
in the mixed valence cluster. Further, E(III)cluster and
E(mix)cluster correspond to the total energies per atom of
trivalent and mixed valence clusters where both intra and
inter 4f coupling has been neglected. Similarly, E(III)atom
and E(II)atom are the total energies of trivalent and divalent
atoms where the intra and inter 4f couplings have been
neglected. Finally, Efd and EC,f→d (III)atom are the atomic
correction energies that are obtained from experiment. Note
that the first term enclosed in square brackets in Eq. (1) is
the generalized cohesive energy of a trivalent configuration.
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Furthermore, when E(mix)cluster corresponds to a purely
divalent configuration [ndiv = ntot and ntriv = 0 in Eq. (1)],
then the second term enclosed in square brackets in Eq. (1)
refers to the divalent generalized cohesive energy.
B. First 4 f peak position
The calculation of the first 4f peak below the Fermi
level can be made by following the procedure outlined in
Ref. [13]. In this work the first 4f peak below the Fermi
level is calculated for all elemental bulk rare-earth systems.
The first thing to consider is that the time scale on which a
photoemission process takes place is too short for the geometry
to adjust to the missing electron. Second, let us consider a bulk
system where a 4f electron is removed from one of the lattice
sites, which is consistent with the fact that the 4f electrons
are localized. This process can be artificially divided into two
steps: (1) a 4f electron is promoted to the valence band and
(2) an electron is adiabatically taken out of the valence band.
In the bulk, the ionization energies of the ground state and
the excited state with one 4f electron promoted to the valence
band are virtually the same, due to that the 4f hole is efficiently
screened by the valence electrons. This means that with respect
to this ionization energy the first 4f peak position corresponds
to the total energy difference between the ground state and the
state in which one atom is replaced with one 4f electron less
and one valence electron more. Thus again the Born-Haber
cycle can be exploited here.
Extending the previous procedure to cluster is not straight-
forward, as it is not clear whether the valence electrons are able
to fully screen the 4f hole or not. In the case of bulk systems,
there is an infinite number of sites which can provide valence
electrons to screen the 4f hole created at one atomic site.
However, in case of our clusters, there are less than nine sites
in total, which means that we cannot neglect the formation of
the 4f hole at one atomic site. The photoemission process may
in fact lead to a difference in ionization energy between the
ground state and the excited state with one 4f electron pro-
moted to the valence states. This difference can be estimated
with a good accuracy by the difference in the eigenvalues of
the highest occupied Kohn-Sham orbital of these states.
III. DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS
All the calculations in this report are performed with a full
potential linear muffin-tin orbital (FP-LMTO) method [20]. A
GGA parametrization of the exchange-correlation functional
as formulated by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof is used [21].
Since the used FP-LMTO program is originally designed for
periodic bulk systems, a large cubic unit cell of 16- ˚A dimension
is used to prevent the interaction between clusters of different
unit cells. Furthermore, the calculations are performed by
considering only the gamma point. The basic geometrical setup
and the details of the basis set are the same for all calculations,
as explained in the following. A muffin-tin radius of 2.6 a.u. is
used for all atoms. The main valence basis functions are chosen
as 6s, 6p, and 5d states, while 5s and 5p electrons are treated
as pseudocore in a second energy set [20]. The 4f states are
treated as valence states for the Hubbard I calculations, while
for all the other calculations they are treated as core states. In
the latter case, 5f states are added to the valence electrons.
Including some states with f angular character is important
to increase the precision of the basis set and obtain accurate
total energies. Three kinetic energy tails are used for 6s and
6p states [20], with values −0.3, −2.8, and −1.6 Ry. Further,
a Hubbard U of 8 eV is used for the Hubbard I calculations
of the spectral properties of the Sm, Tb and Tm clusters. This
value of U is commonly used for the 4f shell of the rare
earths [10,22–24]. In addition to the Hubbard U parameter
also the onsite exchange interaction J is needed. For the J , it
is well known that it is almost system independent [25,26] and
is therefore taken to be 1 eV [22–24].
The many-body problem defined by the Hubbard U and
the onsite exchange J can now be solved in the HIA. The
self-energy function, which accounts for the strong correla-
tion effects, is obtained by solving the atomiclike problem
associated to the following Hamiltonian:
ˆH atR = ˆHDFTR + ˆHU − μat
∑
ξ
cˆ
†
Rξ cˆRξ . (2)
Here, cˆ†Rξ and cˆRξ correspond to the creation and annihilation
operators for a set of local orbitals |R,ξ 〉, where ξ represents
atomic like quantum numbers. The first term ˆHDFTR contains the
DFT single-particle Hamiltonian projected onto the strongly
correlated states. In our case, this Hamiltonian contains also
the contribution of the spin-orbit coupling. The second term
instead represents the effects due to on-site Coulomb repulsion
between the strongly correlated orbitals. Finally, the last term
is due to the real chemical potential of the atomic system
and to the double counting of the Coulomb repulsion term,
as described in Ref. [22]. These two contributions combine
into an effective chemical potential μat, which is then used to
embed the atom in the cluster. In general, there are several
possible choices for the double counting correction [14]
from the correlated problem itself but for clusters it is more
advantageous to use the information obtained through the
Born-Haber cycle. We notice in fact that the last term in Eq. (2)
is unambiguously determined by the number of 4f electrons
and by the position of the first 4f peak below the Fermi
level. These quantities are calculated from the Born-Haber
cycle in our computational scheme, and are reported in Figs. 2
and 3, respectively. More details on the implementation of
the Hubbard I routine that is used in this work are given
elsewhere [22,27–30], and we refer the reader to those studies
for a complete description of our methods.
Finally, for the calculation of the valence, different starting
geometries have been considered and optimized for each va-
lence configuration separately. The optimization was perfomed
by means of the wrapped polyhedron method, which offers
excellent convergence to the minimal energy, even in presence
of several local minima [31]. For the other calculations, i.e., the
first 4f peak position below the Fermi level and 4f PDOS, the
geometry is fixed to the thus found lowest-energy geometry.
IV. RESULTS
A. Valence
By applying the Born-Haber cycle to Sm, Tb, and Tm
clusters in a size range of 2–8 atoms we obtain the valence,
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Results of valence calculation for Sm, Tb,
and Tm clusters from 2–8 atoms. On the left vertical axis, the
difference between a pure divalent and trivalent generalized cohesive
energy (in eV) is printed for the different cluster sizes. The open
circles connected by the solid line correspond to the atomic correction
energy (in eV) [12], shown on the right vertical axis. The dashed lines
represent the simple linear extrapolations between the Sm, Tb, and Tm
data points. The points where the solid line of the atomic correction
energy crosses the dashed line correspond to the valence transitions.
In the cases where the dashed line is below the solid line, the system
is divalent and in the opposite cases it is trivalent. Finally, the grey
squares correspond to the bulk generalized cohesive energies.
as illustrated in Fig. 2. In this graph, we show the difference
in the generalized cohesive energy between a pure trivalent
and divalent configuration for different sized clusters. We also
show the atomic correction energies (Efd plus EC,f→d as
described in Fig. 1). From Eq. (1), it is clear that a trivalent
state is more favorable when the generalized cohesive energy
difference is larger than the sum of atomic correction energies.
The data reported in Fig. 2 illustrate that the generalized
cohesive energy increases with cluster size, which is due to
that more chemical bonds can be formed. Hence one may
expect in general that as the clusters become larger, the divalent
state of the atom should become less favorable. This is indeed
what happens, as shown in Fig. 2. After having discussed the
general trends, we can now focus on the selected elements.
Sm is divalent for all clusters investigated in this study, which
means that a transition from divalent to trivalent should occur
for cluster sizes just above 8. Conversely, Tb is trivalent for all
clusters analyzed in this study, as well as in the bulk form. This
means that the transition from divalent to trivalent happens
already for the cluster of smallest size, i.e., the dimer. Finally,
Tm exhibits a more interesting behavior, since there is a change
from divalent to trivalent at a size of six atoms. For increasing
cluster size, all the three elements Sm, Tb, and Tm slowly
approach their bulk generalized cohesive energies values of
respectively 2.64, 2.69, and 2.96 eV [17]. It has been pointed
out that these bulk generalized cohesive energies change only
gradually through the whole rare-earth series [18]. Extending
this trend to the cluster regimes, the calculated points for
Sm, Tb, and Tm can be extrapolated to make predictions
for all rare-earth clusters up to a size of eight atoms. These
extrapolated data are represented as dashed lines in Fig. 2.
FIG. 3. (Color online) Results of the calculated site-dependent
first 4f peak position below the Fermi level for Sm, Tb, and Tm
clusters from 2–8 atoms. Equivalent atoms are depicted with the
same color and labeled with the same number. The value following
the rare-earth element corresponds to the first 4f peak position below
the Fermi level in eV for that atomic type. For clusters of four and
six atoms, respectively, the atom with number 2 and the atoms with
number 1 are only inequivalent for the elements indicated. Thus, for
Tb6 and Tm6, sites 1 and 3 are equivalent, and for Sm7 sites, 1, 2, and
4 are equivalent.
These general data can now be used for further analysis. For
example, the dimers of Dy, Ho and Er are predicted to be
divalent, while clusters of larger size should become trivalent.
Note, however, that the behavior of the generalized cohesive
energy of the Sm dimer somewhat differs from the rest, i.e., 3–8
atom clusters and the bulk. This discrepancy is the result of a
larger 5d electron contribution to the binding for the Sm dimer
compared to the Tb and Tm dimer. For clusters larger than two
atoms this difference in binding becomes negligible small.
Thus the extrapolation for the dimers should be interpreted
with a little bit of caution.
So far, only pure divalent and trivalent configurations have
been compared. However, Eq. (1) is also used to consider
possible mixed valence configurations. As an example the
results for Tb3, Tm5, Tm6, Sm7, and Sm8 are shown in Table I.
Here, the latter four are chosen, because they are close to a
valence transition. Contrary, Tb3 is a simple example that is
far from a valence transition. Note that all (mixed) valence
configurations are compared with respect to the pure trivalent
configuration. Thus a positive energy difference in the last
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TABLE I. The energy difference between the pure trivalent Etriv
and other possible configurations Ex is given in column three in
eV per atom. Here, a positive number means that the pure trivalent
configuration is more favorable and negative values mean that some or
all atoms will be in the divalent configuration. In the second column,
the first and second number represent, respectively, the total number
of divalent atoms ndiv and trivalent atoms ntriv of configuration x. The
first column describes the system.
Configuration x Etriv − Ex
System (ndiv − ntriv) (eV/atom)
Tb3 3-0 1.1
2-1 0.99
1-2 0.57
Tm5 5-0 − 0.1
4-1 0.06
3-2 0.06
2-3 0.03
1-4 0.02
Tm6 6-0 0.09
5-1 0.19
4-2 0.16
3-3 0.17
2-4 0.14
1-5 0.07
Sm7 7-0 − 0.13
6-1 0.12
5-2 0.16
4-3 0.08
3-4 0.05
2-5 0.11
1-6 0.16
Sm8 8-0 − 0.02
7-1 0.07
6-2 0.14
5-3 0.09
4-4 0.24
3-5 − 0.01
2-6 0.03
1-7 0.06
column of Table I means that that configuration is less stable
than the pure trivalent configuration. In case of a negative
value, instead, that configuration is predicted to be more stable
than the trivalent one, i.e., the ground state of the system will
have some or all atoms in the divalent configuration.
Table I shows that for Tm there is an abrupt change from
pure divalent to trivalent, when the cluster size changes from
5 to 6. These pure states are favorable over mixed valence
states by roughly less than 0.1 eV/atom. This abrupt valence
change appears rather unexpectedly, having in mind that rough
surfaces of Tm bulk are divalent [32]. For Sm7 and Sm8, also
the pure divalent state is preferred over the mixed valence
states by about 0.1 and 0.01 eV/atom respectively. We can
estimate [12,13,17,18] the errors involved in our calculations
to be of the order of 0.1 eV/atom, which makes it difficult
to resolve energy differences of this size. Moreover, at finite
temperatures, the mixed valence configurations could become
more favorable due to their higher entropy. Thus the absence of
mixed valence configurations in Table I, as justified by energy
differences of 0.1 eV/atom or smaller, cannot be rigorously
used to exclude mixed valence states of these clusters. In
experiments on rare-earth clusters incorporated in an Ar
matrix, abrupt valence changes were indeed observed [33,34].
In Ref. [34], the valence transition for Sm and Tm clusters is
observed at a size of respectively six and ten atoms, which is in
agreement with our results. However, the results of Ref. [33]
for Pr, Nd, and Sm clusters do not agree with our data. This is
likely due to the fact that in the experiments of Refs. [33,34]
it is very hard to accurately estimate the cluster size.
B. Spectral properties
We now turn our attention to the calculation of the spectral
properties, since spectroscopy is the most natural way to
experimentally detect the valence and electronic properties in
general. As discussed above, we are going to evaluate spectral
functions in the HIA. Before the HIA can be used, the effective
chemical potential in Eq. (2) can be calculated without ad hoc
assumptions if the number of 4f electrons and the position of
the first 4f peak below the Fermi level are known. The latter
can be calculated as described in Sec. III, and the results of
these calculations are reported in Fig. 3. Note, some atoms
in the clusters may be equivalent, which reduces significantly
the degrees of freedom of the needed calculations. In Fig. 3.
equivalent atoms are represented by spheres of the same color
and labeled with the same number. For example, in the cluster
with five atoms there are only two atomic types to calculate,
i.e., the grey atoms “1” and the blue atoms “2.” However,
clusters of the same size but of different elements may have
different symmetry. For example, the cluster with four atoms
has two inequivalent atomic types for Tb but only 1 for Sm
and Tm. In this case, the figure is drawn for the lowest possible
symmetry, and a higher symmetry has to be intended if numeric
values are not given. In other words, for the skipped rare-earth
elements these are equivalent atoms. Finally, notice that for the
eight-atom cluster information on Sm is not included, because
it has a completely different geometry.
The calculations of the first 4f peak position below the
Fermi level presented in Fig. 3 are for the ground state. For
Sm and Tb, this means, respectively, a divalent and trivalent
configurations up to a cluster size of 8. It can be observed
that this peak position is predicted to be quite site dependent.
Also, for Tm, the binding energy of the first 4f peak below the
Fermi level decreases, when the valence transition (at a cluster
size of 6 atoms) is approached. This trend is also clear for Sm
clusters, as Fig. 3 shows. Hence, data in this figure, as well as
the data in Fig. 2, suggest that also for Sm a valence transition
will occur, for a cluster size larger than 8 atoms. Interestingly,
divalent Sm is nonmagnetic, while trivalent Sm is magnetic
according to Hund’s rules. For Tb, it is clear that the first 4f
peak below the Fermi level is approaching the bulk position,
which is at 2.2 eV below the Fermi level [13]. Similarly the
first 4f peak positions below the Fermi level of Tm6-Tm8 are
already quite close to that of trivalent Tm bulk (at 4.5 eV below
the Fermi level [13]).
Finally, with the valence (Fig. 2) and first 4f peak position
(Fig. 3) at hand, HIA calculations are performed without ad
hoc parameters. More precisely, the 4f partial density of states
(4f PDOS) for Tb3, Tm5, and Tm6, and Sm7 are calculated in
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The 4f PDOS calculated with the HIA is
plotted for (a) trivalent Tb3, (b) divalent Tm5 and trivalent Tm6, and
(c) divalent Sm7. Site 1, site 2, etc., refer to the numbered atoms in
Fig. 3.
the HIA. In Fig. 4, the 4f PDOS is presented for (a) trivalent
Tb3, (b) divalent Tm5 and trivalent Tm6 and (c) divalent Sm7.
Here, the site numbers between brackets in the legend refer
to the numbered atoms in Fig. 3 of the corresponding cluster
size. For Tb3, all three atoms are equivalent so in Fig. 4(a)
only one site is indicated. For all plots of Fig. 4, the first
4f peak position below the Fermi level (corresponding to
zero energy) is the same as the calculated peak positions of
Fig. 3, since it is fixed to that value by the definition of the
double counting [22]. Also, the atomic multiplet structure can
be observed clearly in all these plots. For reader’s convenience,
some of the peaks are indicated. Further, from Fig. 4(b), it is
clear that the valency strongly affects the spectrum, and this
should, hence, provide a clear possibility to experimentally
detect the predicted valences. Also the site dependence of the
spectrum can be observed here and in Fig. 4(c) for Sm7.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this investigation, we outline how the valence of rare-
earth clusters evolves as a function of cluster size. From
first-principles theory, combined with the Born-Haber cycle
and experimental information of the atomic electronic config-
uration, we show that Sm and Tb clusters are respectively
purely divalent and trivalent, respectively, up to a size of
eight atoms. Larger clusters of Tb are not expected to have
a valence transition, whereas from extrapolation, we predict
that Sm clusters with nine-ten atoms, or more, will undergo a
transition to a trivalent or a mixed valent configuration. As
concerns the valence transition of Tm, we find that there
is a transition from divalent to trivalent for clusters with
six atoms or more. However, the energy difference between
different heterogeneous mixed valence configurations is small,
as is the energy difference between such mixed valence
configurations and an integer valence state. The same holds
for Sm7 and in particular Sm8. Sm8 actually has several
electronic configurations that are all within 10–100 meV.
Unfortunately, the accuracy of the valence calculations used in
this study is approaching these energy differences. Therefore
a mixed valence situation for both Tm and Sm clusters may
very well be a reality for carefully chosen cluster sizes. This
holds even more true at finite temperatures, where mixed
valency becomes more favorable due to its larger entropy.
An experimental investigation of this prediction would be
highly interesting and could potentially also shine light into the
finer details of mixed valency. The decisive property of mixed
valence systems [35,36] is that “fast” physical measurements
(with characteristic times faster than, roughly, 10−13 s) give
snapshots corresponding to a random static mixture of divalent
and trivalent ions whereas “slow” (or static) measurements
give the values averaged between typical for divalent and
trivalent compounds. For example, the atomic volume of
mixed valence compounds are intermediate between the values
typical for isostructural compounds of divalent and trivalent
elements. At the same time, “fast” core-level spectroscopy
should give a mixture of the lines (e.g., L3 or L2 spectra)
corresponding to Sm2+ and Sm3+ (or divalent and trivalent
Sm), and this seems to be the most convenient experimental
way to probe the mixed valence state for the clusters. Note
that the difference between homogeneous and inhomogeneous
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mixed valence, crucially important for the bulk [35,36], is not
well defined for clusters, where in general not all atoms have
equivalent structural positions, a fact that may be utilized to
shed light on the finer details of mixed valence.
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